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Lazarus

Lazarus is a player character played by Jack Pine.
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Lazarus
Species & Gender: Human Male

Date of Birth: YE 37
Organization: PsychoPomp/Freelancer
Occupation: weapon

Rank: none
Current Placement: Crew 32

Preferred Plots:

Psychopomp1.

Physical Description

6'5 in height, muscular in body build, black hair cut short spiky in the front, same facial features(minus
tattoos, facial hair, and scar) and voice as Jack Pine, crimson eyes. His large height and muscular build
combined with his usual attitude tend to disturb people keeping them clear and out of his way. Lazarus
tends to twitch slightly when he thinks combat, or bloodshed is imminent.

Personality

Lazarus is like his progenitor in the fact that he is very proficient at killing, which unlike Jack he actually
enjoys killing, and focusing at the mission at hand is as important to him as it is to Jack, but that's where
the similarities end. He is cold, calculating, murderous, sadistic, and an all-around psychopath who loves
even the promise of violence. Lazarus also prefers solitude over companionship as he views it as nothing
but a hindrance, he despises people in general (especially his progenitor). He hates all life, even his own,
and if ever given the chance would probably kill all life if given the means, but this is second to his goal
of finding whoever's DNA was used to make him, and kill them slowly and painfully after he has taken
everything they hold dear.

History

Lazarus was born in YE 37.

Lazarus has no past, no history, he was born from a tank. He has been training for two years now to be
Psychopomp's personal attack dog. The training has been grueling and the surgeries worse, and this has
only fueled his distaste for life, for what he is, and only takes pleasure in the fact that he has a purpose.
To kill anyone seen as a target by Pyschopomp, and he hopes that one day, one of those targets will be
his progenitor. Lazarus believes that he needs revenge against him for in a way giving him life. He has
completed all of his trial missions, and no awaits further orders.
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Social Connections

Lazarus is connected to: no family only his progenitor Jack Pine

Ven votolomy- ex-lover, murder buddy.
Freya Thorn- ex-lover, his wrangler.
Esmeralda Sinclair- ex-lover, ex-love and now enemy, his ex-handler.
Zephyrine - Lover, crewmate(deceased)
Jack Pine - progenitor
Kaya - employee, protege, ???
silvana_kelli - daughter
Nora - biological daughter
Aries Jaeger- sister
sifra - mistress

Lilith Ezrama - mistress

Skills Learned

Communications

Trade
Seraphin

Fighting

expert at hand to hand combat(particularly with bladed weapons)

Survival and Military

Tracking Camping Mapping Finding water Land navigation Shelter construction Hunting Signaling
Camouflage

Vehicles

Can drive most civilian, or military vehicles Basic skill in flying most aircraft(helicopters, VTOL's, Planes,
Jets)

Small Arms
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Intermediate in the use of most pistols, rifles, and shotguns

Heavy Weapons

Proficient in the use of most machine guns, cannons, missile/RPG/grenade launchers

Stealth

Concealment
Moving quietly
Stealth killing
Remaining undetected

Inventory & Finance

Lazarus has the following items:

Melee

1 plasma bladed scythe with black handle

Guns

2 455 Boom hand cannons black, with 8 speed loaders (4 each)
2 S6-MWS1-MAVERICK, 8 mags for both systems.
1STAR, 8 mags, suppressor.
BW-6AS "Sickle", 8 mags, suppressor, and black finish.
Finagle's Revenge Recoilless Rifle

Armor

R1-SPA, black with white skull painted over the face plate.

Vehicles

S6-XM1, all black.
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Property

Penthouse on Vice in the Reservoir System.

Gear

1 Data Jockey
1 comms ear piece

Miscellaneous

1 wallet crimson red

Clothes

4 body suits (black, urban digital camo, forest digital camo, dessert digital camo)
4 tank tops (2 grey, 2 black)
4 cargo pants (2 grey, 2 black)
4 Socks (2 pairs grey, 2 pairs black)
4 pairs of reinforced Combat Boots (black, urban digital camo, forest digital camo, dessert digital
camo)
4 large trench coats (black, urban digital camo, forest digital camo, dessert digital camo)
2 polarized sun glasses optimized with HUD function, (black tint, orange tint)

Implants/Augs/Enhancements

1 neural implant augmentation chip (connected to nanites injected into the body)
Sham durandium(Hard points have been removed)
OGU
Lazarus has under gone gene manipulation to increase his physical attributes such as speed,
strength, and reflexes.

Salvage

Gatling Weapon (Complete) 1)

Escape Pod, Ke-XS-2600es 2)

Single Instruction Book (“5th XF Colonial Defense Manual YE28 Edition” - Learn Basic Military &
Survival Concepts!) 3)

Electrical cabling. 5m. 4)

Single Instruction Book (“The Goddess' Direction - By Destiny Tur'lista” - Learn Basic Leadership
Concepts!) 5)
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OOC Information

OOC Notes

If Lazarus is hit in the neck, then all his implants fail turning them into dead weight. The nanites with
repair the neural implant if given time to recover(about twenty four hours).In the case Jack Pine becomes
inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Lazarus
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 29-79, IC: 2319-9142-105
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 5-12, IC: 112-4797-17
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 74-25, IC: 1833-8257-91
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 40-22, IC: 897-3731-58
5)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 67-37, IC: 2469-6717-96
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